Introduction

Purpose

This bibliography was compiled in order to provide a resource for scholars and researchers who wish to access the universe of material relating to Agriculture and Rural Life in Arkansas, 1820-1945.

The compilation aims to list the universe of publications which make up the historical record of Arkansas’ agriculture, rural economy and societal activities. The rural and agricultural world is viewed as group activities of people who live in the countryside and the effects these activities have on the farm people themselves. This includes outside influences as well as those within the state which affected the activities and character of rural people.

Scope of Coverage

Included are books, monographs and pamphlets published before 1946, including Arkansas government documents, theses and dissertations published in or about Arkansas. Also included are compilations of laws applicable to agriculture and rural life, census material and reports, and studies generated by the Federal Government and its agencies. Of particular interest to researchers is a complete listing of all the Arkansas Agricultural Experiment Station Bulletins, 1886-1945, indexed by author and subject.

Excluded from this listing are manuscripts and archival material and colonial tracts, charters, or other pre-1820 publications, and newspapers. The decision not to include newspapers was based on the fact that a recent comprehensive bibliography of Arkansas newspapers has already been compiled, Arkansas Union List of Newspapers (Fayetteville: University Libraries, 1993).

Notes on Coverage and Subject Areas

Because Arkansas had an overwhelmingly rural population, and its economy was primarily based on agriculture during the period covered, the selection process was made intentionally broad to include nearly all areas of economic and social activity in the state. This was done in order to give researchers comparative materials (i.e. urban/rural, agricultural/manufacturing) to work with and was based on the premise that the rural and agricultural influences were pervasive in Arkansas and all facets of life in the state were touched by them in some way.

Arrangement

The bibliography is arranged within three broad categories: Agriculture, Rural Life, and Miscellaneous. The Agriculture and Rural Life categories are further broken down into several subject areas as outlined on the contents page. Subject and author indices are included to enable researchers to find relevant information. A sample entry explaining the format of the bibliographic information is presented on p.vii.

The Agriculture subject areas contain those entries which deal in some way with the process or development of production agriculture. For instance, the Agricultural Economics subject area is broadly defined to include material on banking practices in Arkansas as well as specific material dealing with farm credit, farm management,
crop prices and production costs. Additional material relating to economics, again broadly conceived, can be found under Rural Life—Economics. The Agricultural Extension and Agricultural Education subject area deals with the dispensing of agricultural information via the various private and public agricultural extension agencies and specific educational programs dealing with agriculture in public schools and higher education. Additional material about general educational programs in the state can be found under Rural Life—Education. There is less translation between the other subject areas in Agriculture and those found under Rural Life than in the two mentioned above, but researchers can consult the subject index at the back of the volume to find additional entries.

The Rural Life subject areas are broadly conceived because of Arkansas’ overwhelmingly rural character. The entries include material that encompasses the state as a whole in order to provide comparative material. For example, under the Rural Life—Transportation subject area, researchers will find reports giving state-wide traffic and road use statistics which can be used either to make comparisons or to concentrate on a specific region. The Rural Life—Education subject area includes a substantial amount of material that are state-wide reports which are included for comparative purposes as well as many for specific locales. Educational surveys done for every county in the state that were generated by the Arkansas Department of Education are also included. The Rural Life—Development subject area includes industrial and manufacturing development plans, promotional material generated by private concerns and by state agencies describing the states’ natural resources, various “public improvement” programs undertaken by New Deal agencies operating in Arkansas, and rural electrification efforts undertaken in the state. Under this heading a researcher can also find immigration and promotional tracts from Arkansas’ earliest days that continue up through the twentieth century.

In the Miscellaneous area the researcher will find books, handbooks, and pamphlets describing the state in more general terms as well as items that did not fit the other areas but were considered important enough to include in the bibliography.

Other Relevant Sources
Other sources published after 1946 but dealing with the same period are listed here for researchers wanting to consult contemporary interpretations and additional bibliographic material.

Agricultural and Rural Life History in Arkansas


Arkansas History


### Sample Entry

1. **Entry number.**
2. **Author.**
3. **Date.** If the publication has no author, then the date appears after the title.
4. **Title.**
5. **Place of publication.** If the place of publication is assumed then it appears in brackets, [Fayetteville]. If the place of publication is unknown, [S. l.] is used.
6. **Publisher.** If the Publisher is assumed then it appears in brackets, [University of Arkansas]. If the publisher is unknown, [s. n.] is used.
7. **Number of pages.**
8. **Series designation.** If the publication is an issue of a serial publication then the series information is given.
9. **Location.** Where the publication can be found. An explanation of the location symbols is given below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location Symbols</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AFU</td>
<td>University of Arkansas, Fayetteville</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIS</td>
<td>Dissertation Abstracts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LC</td>
<td>Library of Congress</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAL</td>
<td>National Agricultural Library</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UALR</td>
<td>University of Arkansas at Little Rock</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WorldCat</td>
<td>OCLC Online Union Catalog on FirstSearch</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Administration and Legislation

0001 Agriculture plans in an emergency; a summary of reports made by state agricultural planning committees in Arkansas, Mississippi, Louisiana, Oklahoma, and Texas, Little Rock, Arkansas, June 25, 1941. [1941]. [Little Rock, AR: s.n.]. 96p. WorldCat.


0005 Arkansas State. Planning Board. Land Use Committee. [1940]. Southern traveling conference: United States Department of Agriculture land grant colleges: Arkansas, January 8, 1940. [Fayetteville, AR: s.n.]. 79p. AFU.

0006 Arkansas. Board of Swamp Land Commissioners. 1857. Acts of Congress and of the state of Arkansas, on the subject of swamp & overflowed lands, from 1850 to 1857. Ordinances of the Board of Swamp Land Commissioners of a general nature, from March 6, 1851, to July 25, 1855; instructions of the auditor; opinions of the solicitor general of Arkansas, relating to swamp lands in Arkansas. Little Rock, AR: Johnson & Yerkes. 84p. AFU.


0008 Arkansas. Laws, Statutes, etc. [1917]. Arkansas warehouse, marketing and gin regulating law together with approved forms and index. Little Rock, AR: [s.n.]. 95p. AFU.


0012 Arkansas. Office of Commissioner of Conservation and Inspection. [1926-31]. Feed report, inspection and analyses. [Fort Smith, AR]: The Office. 6p. AFU.


0014 Arkansas. Office of Commissioner of Conservation and Inspection. [1925-31]. Feed report, inspection and analyses. [Fort Smith, AR]: The Office. 6p. AFU.


0021 Arkansas. State Plant Board. 1922. *Arkansas regulations on cotton seed, seed cotton and cotton seed hulls to be shipped into that state.* Little Rock, AR: The Board. 1 sheet. (Circular; no.11). AFU.


0025 Arkansas. State Plant Board. [1925]. *Laws, etc. Laws carried out by the State Plant Board of Arkansas.* Little Rock, AR: The Board. 15p. (Circular; 14). AFU.


0027 Arkansas. State Plant Board. [1918]. *Orchard inspection service in scale restricted area.* Little Rock, AR: The Board. 4p. (Circular; 7). AFU.


0037 Arkansas. State Plant Board. [1940]. *The work of the State Plant Board.* [S.l.: s.n.]. 7p. NAL.


0043 Blackburn, D. W. 1942. Some concepts of regionalism and their application to Arkansas. Thesis (Ph.D.), University of Wisconsin. 297p. AFU.


0047 Fayetteville (Ark.) Chamber of Commerce. [1923]. Shall the College of Agriculture be removed: answered by Fayetteville Chamber of Commerce. [S.l.: s.n.]. 13p. AFU.


0051 Hallum, J. [1870]. The unconstitutionality of the act of the legislature upon which the present levee system of Arkansas is founded. [Little Rock, AR: The Author]. 24p. UALR.


0054 Millar, P. H. 1932. The plant laws explained. Little Rock, AR: Arkansas State Plant Board. 33p. AFU.

0055 Mills, E. O. [1934]. Tentative program and procedure for a state plan. [Little Rock, AR: Arkansas. State Planning Board. 7p. AFU.


0061 Standing, T. G., Pryor, H. and Longmore, T. W. [1943]. Adjustments to wartime needs in the South Central Region. Little Rock, AR: U.S.D.A., Bureau of Agricultural Economics. [38]p. AFU.


0065 U.S. Bureau of Agricultural Economics. 1944. *Farm production adjustments in Arkansas under postwar conditions of full employment.* Little Rock, AR: The Bureau. 40p. AFU.


0068 U.S. Bureau of Agricultural Economics. 1943-. *Wartime agricultural production capacity in Arkansas.* [Washington, DC]: The Bureau. NAL.


0070 U.S. Congress. House. Committee on Public Lands. 1910. *Hearing held before the Committee on the public lands of the House of Representatives, May 18, 20, 21, 23, 24, 1910, on H.R. 20683 “to abolish the Ozark national forest” and H.R. 21894 “to exclude from Arkansas national forest all lands within the county of Montgomery and restore same to public domain.”* Washington, DC: G.P.O. 194p. NAL.

0071 U.S. Farm Security Administration. Region 6. [1940]. *Induction training course.* Little Rock, AR: The Author. 72p. AFU.


0073 University of Arkansas, Fayetteville. Agricultural Extension Service and U.S. Department of Agriculture. [1938]. *A land use program for a balanced Arkansas agriculture.* [Fayetteville, AR]: University of Arkansas Agricultural Extension Service. 4p. AFU.


0076 University of Arkansas (Fayetteville campus). Agricultural Experiment Station. 1928. *Fortieth annual report: fiscal year ending June 30, 1928.* Fayetteville, AR: University of Arkansas. 82p. (Agricultural Experiment Station. Bulletin No 231). AFU.


University of Arkansas (Fayetteville campus). Agricultural Experiment Station. 1934. *Greater production through research: fifty-fifth annual report.* Fayetteville, AR: University of Arkansas. 126p. (Agricultural Experiment Station. Bulletin No 297). AFU.


University of Arkansas (Fayetteville campus). Agricultural Experiment Station. 1946. *The Experiment Station reports: fifty-seventh annual report of the Agricultural Experiment Station, College of Agriculture, University of Arkansas, Fayetteville.* Fayetteville, AR: University of Arkansas. 23p. (Agricultural Experiment Station. Bulletin No 464). AFU.

Bibliographic Resources to the Literature of Agriculture and Rural Life in Arkansas, 1820–1945


Agricultural Economics


0102 Arkansas Cotton Growers Co-operative Association. [1925]. Field service manual. Accompanied by its booklet of detailed and charted information about co-operative marketing of Arkansas cotton. [Little Rock, AR: s.n.]. 1 vol. NAL.

0103 Arkansas Economic Council. [1944]. Arkansas’ place in the future; a plan of action for the economic development of Arkansas. [Little Rock, AR: s.n.]. [28]p. AFU.


0105 Arkansas Railroad Commission and University of Arkansas, Fayetteville. College of Agriculture. [1926]. Economic data on agricultural situation for west south central states, consisting of Louisiana, Texas, Oklahoma and Arkansas. [S.I.: s.n.]. 36p. AFU.


0107 Arkansas. Bureau of Mines, Manufactures and Agriculture. 1924. The dairy cow in Arkansas; list of dairymen, creameries and ice cream plants. Fort Smith, AR: Calvert-McBride Printing Co. 64p. AFU.


0111 Arkansas. University. College of Agriculture and Hall, O. J. [1935]. How does your farm compare with the average farm? [Fayetteville, AR: s.n.]. NAL.


0113 Arkansas. University. College of Agriculture. Extension Service. [1939]. Protect the farm cash income by home production of family food supply. [Little Rock, AR: s.n.]. folder. NAL.


0117 Board of Commerce (Little Rock, Ark.). Banking Committee. 1916. *Arkansas: farming conditions, farm loan needs: Little Rock, the commercial center of the west south central states, the ideal location for a federal land bank: compiled for presentation to the Federal Farm Loan Board*. Little Rock, AR: Democrat Printing and Lithographing Co. 21p. AFU.


0129 Casey, J. E. 1935. *Recent changes in farm credit facilities under federal supervision and loan and discount activities since organization to December 31, 1935*. Thesis (M.S.), University of Arkansas, Fayetteville. 150p. AFU.


0131 Circular to the cotton planters of the states of Tennessee, Mississippi, Arkansas and Louisiana. 1836. [S.l.: s.n.]. 8p. AFU.


0137 Dickey, J. A. 1928. *Marketing Arkansas’ perishable farm products*. Austin, TX: [s.n.]. 26p. AFU.

0139 Dickey, J. A. 1931. Three-year study of farm management and incomes in a typical upland section of Arkansas. Fayetteville, AR: University of Arkansas, College of Agriculture, Agricultural Experiment Station. 58p. (Arkansas Experiment Station. Bulletin No 262). AFU.


0142 Frisco Lines. Passenger Traffic Department. [1924]. Fruit growing in the Ozarks of Missouri and Arkansas along the Frisco Lines. St. Louis, MO: Frisco Lines. 19p. UALR.


0149 Grove, I. H. 1924. Arkansas Cotton Growers Cooperative Association. Thesis (M.S.), University of Arkansas, Fayetteville. 81(2)p. AFU.


0151 Hall, O. J. 1940. Farm storage and marketing of rough rice in Arkansas. Fayetteville, AR: University of Arkansas. 23p. (Agricultural Experiment Station. Bulletin No 395). AFU.


0153 Hall, O. J. 1932. Relation of central market prices of strawberries to production planning. Fayetteville, AR: University of Arkansas. 54p. (Agricultural Experiment Station. Bulletin No 275) AFU.


0156 Heckman, J. H. and Leith, W. G. 1940. Some factors affecting the development of an industry program for Arkansas canned tomatoes. Washington, DC: Farm Credit Administration, Cooperative Research and Service Division. 30p. (Special report; no. 72). AFU.


0159 Holloway, K. L. 1924. *A study of certain competitive factors affecting selected Arkansas farm products*. Thesis (M.S.), University of Arkansas, Fayetteville. AFU.

0160 Holthoff, H. 1939. *Agricultural credit facilities in Arkansas*. Thesis (B.S.), University of Arkansas, School of Business Administration, Fayetteville. 106p. AFU.


0162 Hubbard, N. B. and Co. 1943. *Preliminary report on cotton spinning and weaving mill*. Detroit, MI: [s.n.]. 4p. NAL.

0163 International Harvester. Agricultural Extension Department. [1916]. The *Arkansas profitable farming campaign: Arkansas turns her mistakes to profit*. Chicago, IL: The Author. 22p. (We must feed ourselves, the world’s greatest economic problem leads to the farm) UALR.


0166 Kay, S. L. [1904]. *Arkansas, the world’s orchard*. Little Rock, AR: [s.n.]. (World’s Fair Industrial Series no. 2). NAL.


0169 Lichty, E. C. 1931. *Relation of Arkansas grapes to competing areas and the farming system of Northwest Arkansas*. Thesis (M.S.), University of Arkansas, Fayetteville. 71p. AFU.


0175 Matthew, E. B., Roberts R. W. and Arkansas Division of Vocational Education. [1930]. *The marketing of farm products*. Little Rock, AR: The Division. 64p. AFU.


0181 Nordhoff, C. 1876. **The cotton states in the spring and summer of 1875.** New York, NY: Appleton & Company. [4], [9]-112p. AFU.

0182 Osgood, O. T. 1943. **Farm planning in the eastern Ozarks.** Fayetteville, AR: University of Arkansas. 83p. (Agricultural Experiment Station. Bulletin No 435). AFU.

0183 Osgood, O. T. and Hedges, T. R. 1943. **Marketing livestock at the West Fort Smith stockyards.** Fayetteville, AR: University of Arkansas. 61p. (Agricultural Experiment Station. Bulletin No 441) AFU.

0184 Ozark Fruit Growers’ Association. [1914]. **Constitution and by-laws of the Ozark Fruit Growers’ Association.** Springfield, MO: [s.n.]. [16]p. AFU.

0185 Ozark Fruit Growers’ Association. 1914. **Proceedings annual meeting.** Rogers, AR: Cooperative Press. AFU.

0186 Radcliffe Scott and Associates. [1941]. **An opportune selling campaign for Arkansas select wines, 1941.** [S.l.: s.n.]. 1 vol. AFU.


0188 Reed, J. J. 1932. **Factors affecting poultry marketing in northwest Arkansas.** Thesis (M.S.), University of Arkansas, Fayetteville. [43]p. AFU.

0189 Reeves, E. W. 1937. **A study of farm management in Sharp County, Arkansas.** Thesis (M.S.), University of Arkansas, Fayetteville. 54p. AFU.


0191 Shull, J. 1942. **Strawberry marketing cooperatives in Arkansas.** Thesis (Seminar), University of Arkansas, Fayetteville. 81p. AFU.

0192 Smith, B. T. 1924. **The business organization of seventy farms in Pulaski County, Arkansas.** Thesis (M.S.), Cornell University, Ithaca, N.Y. 43p. AFU.


0194 Sparlin, E. E. 1940. **Farm credit in Hempstead County.** Fayetteville, AR: University of Arkansas. 24p. (Agricultural Experiment Station. Bulletin No 399). AFU.

0195 Sparlin, E. E. 1940. **Farm credit in Ashley County.** Fayetteville, AR: University of Arkansas. 16p. (Agricultural Experiment Station. Bulletin No 400). AFU.


0197 Stanley, J. H. 1940. **The modernization of Wakefield farm; problems of adapting an Arkansas plantation to new methods of production.** Thesis (Seminar), University of Arkansas, Fayetteville. 46p. AFU.


0199 Tharp, M. M. [1943]. **Farm land market activity in the south central region, second quarter, 1943.** Little Rock, AR: U.S.D.A., Bureau of Agricultural Economics. 15p. AFU.

0200 The Arkansas Farmer. 1930. **A sales guide for rural Arkansas.** Little Rock, AR: The Author. 14p. UALR.

0201 Tucker, J. R. 1934. **Farm prices of cotton in a single-variety community compared with prices of cotton in communities growing mixed varieties.** Thesis (M.S.), University of Arkansas, Fayetteville. 55p. AFU.


0205 U.S. Agricultural Adjustment Administration. [1938]. Information on proposed potato marketing agreement program for the state of Louisiana and certain designated counties in the states of Alabama, Arkansas, California, Florida, Georgia, Maryland, Mississippi, North Carolina, Oklahoma, South Carolina, Texas, and Virginia. [Washington, DC: G.P.O.]. 6p. WorldCat.


0210 U.S. Bureau of Agricultural Economics. 1939. Farm-mortgage recordings, Arkansas newly recorded farm mortgages by lending groups, annually, 1917-35, showing: (a) percentage distribution of total recording, (b) average interest rates, and (c) average consideration. Washington, DC: [The Bureau]. 9p. WorldCat.


0213 U.S. Farm Security Administration and Blackburn, D. W. 1937. Total land area and major uses of farm land in Arkansas by civil townships. Fayetteville, AR: [The Administration]. 53p. AFU.

0214 U.S. Treasury Department. 1829. Letter from the Acting Secretary of the Treasury. Instructions to land officers in Arkansas. [Washington, DC: Gales & Seaton]. 9p. AFU.


0218 White, E. J. 1923. Freight rates and farm products. [S.l.: s.n.]. 3p. UALR.


0221 White, J. W. and Hedges, T. R. 1941. Planning an Arkansas farm. Fayetteville, AR: University of Arkansas, Department of Rural Economics and Sociology. 29p. AFU.

0223 Wilson, W. T. 1931. *Distribution and costs of marketing Arkansas grapes*. Thesis (M.S.), University of Arkansas, Fayetteville. 54p. AFU.


0225 Wilson, W. T. and Slusher, M. W. 1943. *Peanuts, a war crop for Arkansas*. Fayetteville, AR: [University of Arkansas, College of Agriculture, Agricultural Experiment Station]. 17p. AFU.

*Agricultural Engineering*

0226 American Society of Agricultural Engineers. [1933]. *Midwest farm building plan service, University of Arkansas, University of Illinois, Purdue University . . . [and others]*. [St. Joseph, MI: American Society of Agricultural Engineers]. 1 vol. AFU.

0227 Arkansas. Agricultural Experiment Station, Fayetteville. [1943]. *Develop a farm-sized rice drier*. [Fayetteville, AR: The Station]. 3p. NAL.


0245 Norgord, C. P. 1909. **Farm drainage.** Fayetteville, AR: Arkansas Agricultural Experiment Station. 287-314p. (Agricultural Experiment Station. Bulletin No 104). AFU.

0246 Rambo, E. K. 1944. **Homemade fertilizer spreaders.** [Little Rock, AR]: Extension Service, College of Agriculture, University of Arkansas. 8p. (Extension plan series; No. 6). UALR.

0247 Slusher, M. W. and Wilson, W. T. 1945. **Labor and power used for Arkansas crops and livestock.** Fayetteville, AR: University of Arkansas. 63p. (Agricultural Experiment Station. Bulletin No 456). AFU.

0248 Thomas Manufacturing Co. [1890]. **Cotton presses, Little Rock, Ark.** [Little Rock, AR: The Author]. 32p. UALR.

0249 U.S. Bureau of Agricultural Engineering. 1934. **Investigations in Grand Prairie rice region, Arkansas, for Farm Credit Administration.** [S.l.: The Bureau] 77p. WorldCat.


0251 University. Agricultural Extension Service. and U.S. Department of Agriculture. [193-]. **Farm building plans.** Fayetteville, AR: [s.n.]. 193p. folder. AFU.

0252 Adams, C. F. 1909. **The Agricultural College and Agricultural Experiment Station: report concerning needs.** [S.l.: s.n.]. 25p. UALR.

0253 Agricultural Extension Workers. Mississippi Co., Ark. 1930. **Farm and home program for Mississippi County, Arkansas.** St. Louis, MO: St. Louis Southwestern Railway Lines, Dept. of Public Relations. 32p. AFU.


0255 Arkansas Garden Institute, University of Arkansas. 1940. **Proceedings 1st. 1940.** [Fayetteville, AR]: University of Arkansas. General Extension Service. NAL.

0256 Arkansas Industrial University. Board of Trustees. [1873]. **Colleges for the benefit of agriculture and the mechanic arts.** [Washington, DC: s.n.]. 2p. (42nd Congress, 3rd Session, House of Representatives, Miscellaneous Document No. 80, p[1]-2). UALR.

0257 Arkansas Industrial University. 1873. **First report of the Arkansas Industrial University: with a Normal Department therein, located at Fayetteville, Washington Co., Ark., organized September 18, 1871.** Little Rock, AR: Little Rock Printing and Publishing Co. 233p. AFU.

0258 Arkansas State Plant Board. 1917. **Information for orchardists in scale-infested area in Arkansas.** Little Rock, AR: The Board. 1p. (Circular no. 4). AFU.


0260 Arkansas. Department of Education. Division of Vocational Education. [1940]. **Committee reports, third annual conference, vocational home economics teachers, Arkansas State Teachers College, August 26-30, 1940.** Little Rock, AR: The Division. 36p. AFU.

0261 Arkansas. Department of Education. Division of Vocational Education. 1900. **Progress report institutional on-farm training in Arkansas.** [2nd]. Little Rock, AR: [s.n.]. NAL.

0262 Arkansas. Department of Education. Division of Vocational Education. 1944. **Tentative statement of a program of occupational information and guidance for Arkansas schools.** Little Rock, AR: The Department. 64, [2p]. (Occupational Information and Guidance Service). AFU.


0265 Arkansas. State Board of Control for Vocational Education. 1919. *General suggestions of the State Board of Control for vocational agricultural education concerning state plans, courses of study, equipment, text books, and management of agricultural departments under the Smith-Hughes and Arkansas vocational acts*. Little Rock, AR: [s.n.]. 51p. AFU.


0267 Arkansas. State Board of Education. 1923. *Vocational education in Arkansas*. Little Rock, AR: [s.n.]. 32p. AFU.


0271 Arkansas. University. College of Agriculture. Extension Service. [n.d.]. *Does your county have farm and home demonstration agents?* [Fayetteville, AR: s.n.]. 7p. NAL.


0274 Arkansas. University. College of Agriculture. Extension Service. [1938]. *Arkansas farms need 1/2 million more acres in permanent pastures*. Little Rock, AR: [s.n.]. 1 vol. NAL.


0280 Arkansas. University. College of Agriculture. Extension Service. [1924]. *Does your county have farm and home demonstration agents?* [Fayetteville, AR: s.n.]. 7p. NAL.


0286 Arkansas. University. Agricultural Extension Service. [1914]. Farm and home programs for the nine areas of Arkansas. Little Rock, AR: The Service. 1 vol. AFU.


0300 Arkansas. University. Fayetteville. 1919. Record of the testimony adduced at the meeting of the Board of trustees in Little Rock, June 21, 1919; together with a brief statement by the board as to the College of agriculture and its development. Fayetteville, AR: University of Arkansas. 88p. (Bulletin v. 13, No 8). AFU.


0313 California Commission on Agricultural Education and Fayetteville Chamber of Commerce (AR). [1922]. *Comparative costs of divided and undivided state universities: report of California Commission on Agricultural Education: opinions and convictions of national experts.* Fayetteville, AR: Chamber of Commerce. 29p. AFU.

0314 Citizens. Fayetteville, Arkansas. [1909]. *The citizens of Fayetteville and Washington County present the following arguments against the bill to remove state University.* [Fayetteville, AR: s.n.]. 16p. AFU.

0315 Conference of Teachers of Vocational Agriculture in Arkansas. 1941. *Proceedings.* Little Rock, AR: State of Arkansas, Department of Education, Division of Vocational Education. 3-31p. AFU.


0319 DuVal, B. T. 1892. *Address delivered by Ben T. DuVal: before the Philomathean and Mathetian societies of the Arkansas Industrial University, Fayetteville, Arkansas, December, 1890.* Fort Smith, AR: Caldwell Bros. Printers. 10p. AFU.

0320 Ensign, M. B. [190-]. *Methods of developing the course of study in vocational agriculture.* [Little Rock, AR: State Board for Vocational Education]. 1 vol. NAL.


0322 Fletcher, W. P. [1906]. “*Agricultural colleges were established for farmers.” Address on the occasion of the dedication of the agricultural building of the University of Arkansas, Fayetteville, June 19, 1906.* Fayetteville, AR: [s.n.]. 11p. NAL.

0323 Foster, A. S. 1932. *George Washington the farmer: a pageant portraying the farm and home life of George and Martha Washington.* Fayetteville, AR: University of Arkansas. 35p. UALR.

0324 Foster, A. S. 1930. *The ten commandments of agriculture of Dr. Seaman A. Knapp: a pageant portraying the early teachings of farm and home demonstration work and commemorating the name and work of its founder, Dr. Seaman A. Knapp, on occasion of the silver anniversary of the establishment of the work in Arkansas.* [Fayetteville, AR: s.n.]. 33p. AFU.


0326 History of Arkansas Agricultural and Mechanical College. 1900. [S.l.: s.n.]. 5p. WorldCat.

0327 Hogan, M. V. 1940. *A history of the Agricultural Extension Service in Arkansas.* Thesis (M.S.), University of Wisconsin. viii, 324p. AFU.


0332 Hughes, C. A. 1928. The effectiveness of vocational agriculture in meeting the agricultural needs of Arkansas. Thesis (M.S.), University of Arkansas, Fayetteville. 100p. AFU.

0333 International Harvester Company of New Jersey. Agricultural Extension Dept. 1914. Poultry is profitable. Every boy and girl in Arkansas should have some chickens. Chicago, IL: International Harvester Co. of New Jersey, Agricultural Extension Dept. 10p. WorldCat.


0336 Kelley, P. C. Arkansas. State Board for Vocational Education. [1940]. Better merchandising benefits all, including a brief description of the distributive education program available in Arkansas. Fayetteville, AR: College of Business Administration, University of Arkansas. 12p. AFU.

0337 Knapp, B. 1922. Farm helps from experiments: annual report of the director, 1921-1922. Fayetteville, AR: University of Arkansas. 103p. (Agricultural Experiment Station. Bulletin No 181). AFU.


0340 Mitchell, S. D. 1933. A placement program for vocational agriculture graduates of Arkansas high schools. Thesis (M.S.), University of Arkansas, Fayetteville. 78p. AFU.

0341 Myers, G. C. 1932. Extension course in child personality development arranged by the General Extension Service of the University of Arkansas. [Fayetteville, AR: The Service]. 18p. AFU.


Bibliographic Resources to the Literature of Agriculture and Rural Life in Arkansas, 1820–1945

0348 Roberts, R. W. 1940. **Four decades of agricultural education in the public, elementary, and secondary schools of Arkansas 1900-1940.** Fayetteville, AR: [s.n.]. 40p. AFU.

0349 Roberts, R. W. [1941]. **Historical development of vocational agricultural education in Arkansas public schools.** [Fayetteville, AR]: University of Arkansas. College of Education. 38p. (Contribution no.3). AFU.


0351 Rosenthal, B. F. 1927. **The pageant of agricultural progression.** Fayetteville, AR: [s.n.]. 22p. AFU.

0352 Shinn, E. H. [1922]. **Agriculture in Arkansas elementary schools.** A manual for teachers of grades six to eight. 164p. NAL.

0353 Shoptaw, L. V. N. 1929. **The present status of vocational agricultural education in Arkansas.** Thesis (M.S.), Iowa State College. 135p. WorldCat.


0356 U.S. Office of Education. 1921. **Educational survey of the University of Arkansas; summary of conclusions and recommendations.** A digest of the report of a survey of the University of Arkansas, made at the request of the legislative committee in charge of the survey, under the direction of the United States Commissioner of Education. Washington, DC: [Office of Education]. 43p. AFU.


0358 University of Arkansas (Fayetteville, AR). 1922. **Facts about the College of Agriculture, University of Arkansas.** Fayetteville, AR: University of Arkansas. 31p. (Agricultural Experiment Station. Bulletin No 182). AFU.


0360 Williams, L. P. 1937. **The possible contributions of home economics to the development of the men and women students in the Negro Junior College of Little Rock, Arkansas.** Thesis (M.S.), Iowa State College. 78p. WorldCat.

0361 Wilson, H. A. 1929. **Development of Smith-Hughes agriculture for Negroes in Arkansas.** Thesis, Ohio State University, Columbus. 101p. AFU.


Agriculture, General


0364 **Diversified farming in the cotton belt.** [1906]. [Washington, DC: s.n.]. [26]p. UALR.

0365 Fayetteville Chamber of Commerce (Ark.). Committee on Agriculture. 1936. **Washington Co. Fayetteville, AR: The Chamber.** 1 vol. AFU.

0366 Mills Land Company. 1934. **Arkansas is not a one crop state.** Booneville, AR: Mills Land Company. 24p. UALR.

0367 Phillips, E. M. [1896]. **The southern farmers’ gardeners’ and fruit raisers’ guide. What, how and when to plant in the South for profit.** Little Rock, AR: The Southern Agricultural Publishing Co. AFU


0371 The advantages of diversification to the southern farmer: prize winning essays in contest among southern agricultural colleges. [1934]. Birmingham, AL: Gulf States Steel Co. 20p. AFU.


0373 U.S. Work Projects Administration of Texas and University of Texas. Bureau of Business Research. 1942. *A chronological comparison of agricultural census data by crop reporting districts in Arkansas 1900-1935.* Austin, TX: Bureau of Business Research, University of Texas. 195p. AFU.
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